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A B S T R A C T

We investigated the block shear performance of 16 steel angle specimens connected by double-line bolts.
Among these specimens, 10 were made of S690 high-strength steel and 6 were made of normal-strength steel.
The angle specimens were fabricated using two hot-rolled steel plates through groove welding. Two angle
sections, i.e., 125 × 65 × 6 and 125 × 85 × 6 mm (long leg length × short leg length × thickness), were
considered in the test. All angles were connected to the long leg. Apart from steel grade, the test parameters
included bolt rows, parallel pitch, transverse pitch, edge distance, and unconnected leg length. Typical block
shear of specimens were observed, and different fracture patterns were characterised. The test results confirmed
that the block shear strength of the tension angles could be improved by increasing the tension plane area with
the increase of the transverse pitch and edge distance and increasing the shear plane area with the increase
of the bolt row number and parallel pitch. However, the test results showed that the block shear strength of
the angles was not affected by the length of the unconnected leg. Subsequently, numerical models were built
to further investigate the block shear behaviour of the double-line bolted angles, and the analysis parameters
were the end distance, unconnected leg length, and connected leg length. According to the experimental and
numerical results, the accuracy and adequacy of design specifications in the United States, Europe, Canada,
and Japan and design equations documented in the literature for evaluating the block shear performance of
double-line bolted steel angles were evaluated.
1. Introduction

Bolted connections are frequently used to transfer tension between
angles and adjacent structural elements, such as gusset plates. Bolt
failure in a bolted tension angle may be effectively suppressed by using
high-strength bolts [1]. In this situation, as shown in Fig. 1, block
shear failure, characterised by the tearing off of the connecting com-
ponents, may become the dominant failure mode. The shear yielding
or rupture along the shear plane (parallel to the axial load) and tensile
fracture along the tension plane (perpendicular to the axial load) are
typical characteristics of block shear failure. In practice, for the sake
of simplicity, only one leg of an angle is usually connected, which may
aggravate the uneven stress distribution over the angle section at the
connection region. Consequently, the block shear behaviour may be
adversely affected.
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In parallel with the block shear behaviour of coped beams [2–
6], the research community has explored the block shear strength of
tension members [1,7–16]. For example, Orbison et al. [1] investigated
the block shear performance of steel angles with single-line bolted
connections. Madugula and Mohan [9] reviewed the test data pool of
steel tension angles dominated by block shear failure and summarised
the influential parameters. Epstein [10] experimentally investigated
the block shear performance of tension angles by considering differ-
ent connection configurations. Cunninghan et al. [11] and Kulak and
Grondin [12] evaluated the accuracy of design codes worldwide, and
it was confirmed that the existing specifications had drawbacks in
predicting the block shear strength or failure modes. Subsequently,
refined design approaches have also been developed. Using a finite
element data pool, Topkaya [13] established a practical approach for
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tws.2021.108668
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Fig. 1. Block shear failure of a bolted steel angle: (a) BS1 mode and (b) BS2 mode.
Fig. 2. Typical test specimen.

designing tension members governed by block shear. Samimi et al. [16]
explored the block shear performance of steel channels connected by
staggered bolts. All the aforementioned studies focused on block shear
behaviour of normal strength steel (NSS) tension members with a yield
strength of <460 MPa.

Compared to NSS, the use of high strength steel (HSS) with a
yield strength of ≥460 MPa [17] can reduce the weight and size of
tructures and foundations, saving material and construction costs.
herefore, the advantage of HSS-based construction has promoted ad-
ances in research on HSS material behaviour [17–21], mechanical
ehaviour of HSS connections/components [22–30], and HSS structural
ystems [31–35]. Nevertheless, the lower ductility of HSS than that of
SS, which was characterised in previous studies [17,18,23], is a major

imitation of the material. In tension members that fail because of block
hear failure, the poorer ductility of HSS may compromise the stress
edistribution ability at the critical section of the shear block, exposing
he members to a higher risk of premature fracture.

In recent decades, the research community has examined the block
hear behaviour of bolted tension members made of HSS. Gross et al.
36] studied the block shear performance of HSS tension angles and
e-examined the adequacy of the design codes for computing the block
2

shear strength of the angles. Teh’s research group [37,38] proposed
design equations for predicting the block shear strength of cold-formed
HSS connections, and were able to achieve an enhanced accuracy over
that of the methods described in design specifications [39–42]. Teh and
Deierlein [43] later established a modified approach for quantifying the
block shear strength of hot-formed steel members, and the feasibility
of the method was confirmed using the available test data in literature.
More recently, based on a full-scale test programme, Jiang et al. [44]
evaluated the adequacy of the design equations in the above-mentioned
literature and design codes for predicting the block shear strength of
S690 HSS angles connected by single-line bolts. Although these studies
provide useful information on the block shear performance of bolted
HSS tension angles, the focus of these studies was on steel plates or
single-line bolted angles, whereas the load-carrying mechanism of HSS
tension angles with double-line bolted connections remains unclear,
and more experimental data and numerical analyses are needed.

The primary research objectives of the current study are twofold: (i)
to provide experimental data for designing the block shear strength of
double-line bolted S690 HSS tension angles and (ii) to investigate the
effect of the relatively low ductility of S690 HSS on the performance
of double-line bolted tension angles. The test parameters include steel
grade, bolt row number, parallel pitch, transverse pitch, edge distance,
and unconnected leg length. Subsequently, using calibrated finite ele-
ment (FE) models, detailed numerical analyses of angle sections and
connection configurations within a reasonable range were performed
to study their effects on the block shear performance. By comparing
the experimental and numerical results, the applicability of the design
equations in the aforementioned literature and design codes for com-
puting the block shear strength of double-line bolted S690 HSS angles
was examined.

2. Current design equations for block shear capacity

The design equations for block shear capacity that have been docu-
mented in the major design specifications and prior literature are listed
in Table 1. Accordingly, the block shear strength includes two parts: (i)
the tensile resistance of the tension plane and (ii) the shear resistance
of the shear plane. Note that the calculation methods for the tensile
and shear resistances are different for different equations, as different
assumptions are made.

For the contribution of the tension plane, in all design equations,
except for those of CSA [41] and Teh and Yazici [38], it is assumed
that the tension plane fails because of tensile rupture; hence, the tensile
resistance of the tension plane was determined by the ultimate tensile
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Table 1
Design equations for block shear capacity.

Design specifications Design equations Assumptions

AISC [39] 𝑃AISC = 𝑈bs𝑓u𝐴nt + 0.60𝑓u𝐴nv ≤ 𝑈bs𝑓u𝐴nt + 0.60𝑓y𝐴gv ‘‘net tension plane fracture’’ + ‘‘‘net shear plane fracture’ or ‘gross shear plane yielding’’’ +
‘‘Mises criterion’’

Eurocode 3 [40] 𝑃EC3 = 𝑓u𝐴nt+ (1∕
√

3) 𝑓y𝐴nv ‘‘net tension plane fracture’’ + ‘‘net shear plane yielding’’ + ‘‘Mises criterion’’

CSA [41] 𝑃CSA = 𝑈t𝑓u𝐴nt+ 0.60 𝐴gv(𝑓y+ 𝑓u)/2, (𝑓y ≤ 460 MPa) ‘‘net tension plane fracture’’ + ‘‘gross shear plane yielding’’ + ‘‘Mises criterion’’
𝑃CSA = 𝑈t𝑓u𝐴nt+ 0.60 𝐴gv𝑓y , (𝑓y > 460 MPa)

AIJ [42] 𝑃AIJ = 𝑓u𝐴nt+ 0.5𝑓y𝐴gv ‘‘net tension plane fracture’’ + ‘‘gross shear plane yielding’’ + ‘‘Tresca criterion’’
Topkaya [13] 𝑃Top = 𝑓u𝐴nt + (0.2 + 0.35𝑓u/𝑓y) 𝑓y𝐴gv ‘‘net tension plane fracture’’ + ‘‘gross shear plane yielding’’
Teh and Yazici [38] 𝑃T&Y= (0.9 + 0.05 d/e) 𝑓u𝐴nt + 0.6𝑓y𝐴av ‘‘net tension plane fracture’’ + ‘‘active shear plane yielding’’ + ‘‘Mises criterion’’
Teh and Deierlein [43] 𝑃T&D = 𝑓u𝐴nt+ 0.6𝑓u𝐴av ‘‘net tension plane fracture’’ + ‘‘active shear plane fracture’’ + ‘‘Mises criterion’’

Notes: Ubs = 1.0 for tension angles with bolted connection; U t = 0.6 for angles connected by one leg; f y = yield stress, f u = tensile strength, Ant = net tension area, Anv = net
hear area, Agv = gross shear area, d = bolt shank diameter, e = edge distance, Aav = active shear plane = (Agv+𝐴nv)/2.
Fig. 3. Nomenclature of the test specimen.
resistance. Comparatively, the detrimental effect of uneven stress distri-
bution over the tension plane has been accounted for in CSA [41] and
in the study by Teh and Yazici [38], in which reduction factors were
employed.

The difference in shear resistance in these design equations is caused
by the different assumptions made for the shear failure plane and
material failure criteria. In CSA [41], AIJ [42], and Topkaya [13],
shear failure was mainly determined by the yield of the gross shear
plane. In contrast, in Eurocode 3 [40], the shear plane is assumed to
fail because of the yielding of the net shear plane. In AISC [39], shear
failure is presumed to be governed by the yield of the gross shear
plane or shear fracture of the net shear plane. Teh and Yazici [38]
assumed that shear resistance is dominated by the yield of an active
shear plane located between the net and gross shear planes, while
Teh and Deierlein [43] presumed that shear resistance is governed by
the fracture of the active shear plane. Notably, apart from AIJ [42],
in which the Tresca criterion for quantifying the failure criterion was
used, AISC [39], Eurocode 3 [40], CSA [41], Teh and Yazici [38], and
Teh and Deierlein [43] adopted the von Mises criterion. In particular,
the shear yield strength of the material governed by the Tresca criterion
is equal to half of the tensile strength. For the von Mises criterion, this
ratio was approximately equal to 0.6. In contrast, the design equation
proposed by Topkaya [13] uses neither of the two criteria, as the shear
yield strength is a nominal quantity determined by a regression analysis
based on a numerical database. CSA [41] considered the contribution
of strain hardening when determining the strength of the shear plane
in the case of NSS material, whereas post-yielding strain hardening is
ignored for HSS materials with a yield strength of >460 MPa.

3. Experimental programme

Sixteen tension angle specimens connected by double-line bolts
were designed and tested to investigate their block shear performance.

The main test variables included (i) steel grade, (ii) row number of

3

Fig. 4. Coupon test results.

double-line bolts, (iii) parallel pitch (p1), (iv) transverse pitch (p2),
(v) edge distance (e), and (vi) length of the legs. The symbols of the
parameters are also indicated in a typical test specimen, as shown in
Fig. 2. The nomenclature for each specimen is shown in Fig. 3. Table 2
lists the details and measured dimensions of all the specimens. Ten
specimens (B series) were made of S690 HSS, and six specimens (A
series) were made of S275 NSS. The angle specimens were fabricated
using two hot-rolled steel plates through groove welding. Two angle
sections, that is, 125 × 65 × 6 and 125 × 85 × 6 mm (long leg length ×
short leg length × thickness), were considered in the parameter matrix.
All angles were connected to the long leg. The number of bolt rows
considered was two and three. Two pitch values of 36 and 48 mm were
designed for both parallel and transverse pitches, respectively. The
three designed edge distances were 22, 27, and 36 mm. The material
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Fig. 5. Test arrangement.
Table 2
Summary of test specimens and results.

Specimen Dimension (mm) Steel grade Bolt rows p1 (mm) p2 (mm) e (mm) Failure mode Aspect ratio 𝑃test (kN) 𝑃FE (kN) 𝑃test/𝑃FE Error (%)

B3-L2-p12-e1-p22 125 × 65 × 6 S690 2 47.7 47.4 22.6 BS2 1.035 340.25 344.98 0.99 1.37%
B3-L2-p12-e2-p22 125 × 65 × 6 S690 2 47.9 47.5 27.4 BS2 0.973 372.79 368.50 1.01 −1.16%
B3-L2-p12-e3-p22 125 × 65 × 6 S690 2 46.7 48.7 34.8 BS2 0.863 398.55 403.51 0.99 1.23%
B3-L2-p12-e3-p21 125 × 65 × 6 S690 2 48.6 35.7 36.2 BS2 1.023 343.85 353.09 0.97 2.62%
B3-L2-p11-e3-p22 125 × 65 × 6 S690 2 34.9 48.1 34.8 BS1 0.722 362.78 371.44 0.98 2.33%
B3-L3-p12-e3-p22 125 × 65 × 6 S690 3 48.1 48.6 35.8 BS2 1.428 485.53 479.07 1.01 −1.35%
B3-L3-p12-e3-p21 125 × 65 × 6 S690 3 47.5 35.8 35.9 BS2 1.658 428.95 419.07 1.02 −2.36%
B3-L3-p11-e3-p22 125 × 65 × 6 S690 3 36.5 49.1 35.8 BS2 1.153 434.75 447.16 0.97 2.78%
B5-L2-p12-e1-p22 125 × 85 × 6 S690 2 47.9 48.3 21.7 BS2 1.038 332.01 340.49 0.98 2.49%
B5-L2-p12-e3-p22 125 × 85 × 6 S690 2 47.8 48.2 35.3 BS2 0.873 402.82 404.86 0.99 0.50%

Mean 0.99
CoV 0.018

A3-L2-p12-e1-p22 125 × 65 × 6 S275 2 47.6 47.5 22.6 BS2 1.033 217.43 220.62 0.99 1.44%
A3-L2-p12-e3-p22 125 × 65 × 6 S275 2 48.1 47.9 36.4 BS2 0.859 259.13 261.90 0.99 1.06%
A3-L2-p12-e3-p21 125 × 65 × 6 S275 2 47.6 36.0 36.1 BS2 0.997 223.48 220.86 1.01 −1.18%
A3-L2-p11-e3-p22 125 × 65 × 6 S275 2 35.8 47.8 35.7 BS1 0.724 233.67 242.20 0.96 3.52%
A3-L3-p12-e3-p21 125 × 65 × 6 S275 3 47.4 36.0 35.9 BS2 1.644 243.01 267.39 0.91 9.12%
A3-L3-p11-e3-p22 125 × 65 × 6 S275 3 35.6 48.1 36.2 BS2 1.125 284.46 287.14 0.99 0.93%

Mean 0.98
CoV 0.034
Table 3
Summary of material properties.

Material Elastic modulus (GPa) Yield stress 𝑓y (MPa) Tensile strength 𝑓u (MPa) Ultimate strain 𝜀u 𝑓u/𝑓y
S690 angle plate 185 640 715 0.061 1.12
S690 gusset plate 195 705 730 0.060 1.04
S275 angle plate 195 310 470 0.163 1.52
characteristics of the steel angles were obtained through a coupon test
following ASTM 370 [45]. As shown in Fig. 4, three coupon tests were
conducted for both S275 and S690 steel angles, and the corresponding
average values are listed in Table 3. Fig. 4 plots the engineering stress
(𝜎eng) with respect to engineering strain (𝜀eng) curves for these coupon
specimens. As indicated by 𝜀u in Table 3, the ductility of S690 steel is
much lower than that of S275 steel. The steel coupons were extracted
from the steel plates that were used to fabricate the steel angles.

Fig. 5 shows the test setup. Both ends of the angle specimens
were connected to 10-mm-thick gusset plates using M16 grade 12.9
high-strength bolts (Fig. 2). The gusset plates were fixed to a SATEC
4

testing machine with M24 Grade 12.9 high-strength bolts. The test
setup was designed to deform specimens within the elastic range during
the test. The displacements of the test specimens and the applied load
were recorded using the built-in transducers of the testing machine.
As shown in Fig. 2, the longitudinal strains at the mid-length and
critical sections were measured using strain gauges. All the bolts were
snug-tightened. Before the test, to eliminate the possible slip caused
by the gap between the bolt holes and bolt shanks, all the specimens
were tightened by applying a small amount of axial load. The loading
rate during the test was 0.2 mm/min. The test was terminated upon
fracture or significant deterioration of strength. To capture the first
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Fig. 6. Failure modes of specimens.
5
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Fig. 7. Load–displacement curves of specimens.
Table 4
Test results summary and comparison.

Variables Contrastive
pairs

Specimens Ultimate
capacity

Ultimate
deformation

Specimens Ultimate
capacity

Ultimate
deformation

Comparison Comparison

Steel grade

Pairs S275 𝑃S275 (kN) 𝛥S275 (mm) S690 𝑃S690 (kN) 𝛥S690 (mm) 𝑃S690/𝑃S275 𝛥S690/𝛥S275
1 A3-L2-p12-e1-p22 217.43 16.7 B3-L2-p12-e1-p22 340.25 15.7 1.565 0.940
2 A3-L2-p12-e3-p22 259.13 20.1 B3-L2-p12-e3-p22 398.55 18.2 1.538 0.905
3 A3-L2-p12-e3-p21 223.48 17.7 B3-L2-p12-e3-p21 343.85 15.2 1.539 0.859
4 A3-L2-p11-e3-p22 233.67 19.2 B3-L2-p11-e3-p22 362.78 14.3 1.553 0.745
5 A3-L3-p12-e3-p21 243.01 16.6 B3-L3-p12-e3-p21 428.95 14.2 1.765 0.855
6 A3-L3-p11-e3-p22 284.46 18.2 B3-L3-p11-e3-p22 434.75 14.1 1.528 0.775

Bolt rows

Pairs 2 bolt rows 𝑃2rows (kN) 𝛥2rows (mm) 3 bolt rows 𝑃3rows (kN) 𝛥3rows (mm) 𝑃3rows/𝑃2rows 𝛥3rows/𝛥2rows
1 A3-L2-p12-e3-p21 223.48 17.7 A3-L3-p12-e3-p21 243.01 16.6 1.087 0.938
2 A3-L2-p11-e3-p22 233.67 19.2 A3-L3-p11-e3-p22 284.46 18.2 1.217 0.948
3 B3-L2-p12-e3-p22 398.55 18.2 B3-L3-p12-e3-p22 485.53 16.3 1.218 0.896
4 B3-L2-p12-e3-p21 343.85 15.2 B3-L3-p12-e3-p21 428.95 14.2 1.247 0.934
5 B3-L2-p11-e3-p22 362.78 14.3 B3-L3-p11-e3-p22 434.75 14.1 1.198 0.986

Parallel pitch (p1)
Pairs p1 = 36 mm 𝑃p1 = 36 mm

(kN)
𝛥p1 = 36 mm
( mm)

p1 = 48 mm 𝑃p1 = 48 mm
(kN)

𝛥p1 = 48 mm
(mm)

𝑃p1 = 48 mm/
𝑃p1 = 36 mm

𝛥p1 = 48 mm/
𝛥p1 = 36 mm

1 A3-L2-p11-e3-p22 233.67 19.2 A3-L2-p12-e3-p22 259.13 20.1 1.109 1.047
2 B3-L2-p11-e3-p22 362.78 14.3 B3-L2-p12-e3-p22 398.55 18.2 1.099 1.273
3 B3-L3-p11-e3-p22 434.75 14.1 B3-L3-p12-e3-p22 485.53 16.3 1.117 1.156

Transverse pitch (p2)
Pairs p2 = 36 mm 𝑃p2 = 36 mm

(kN)
𝛥p2 = 36 mm
(mm)

p2 = 48 mm 𝑃p2 = 48 mm
(kN)

𝛥p2 = 48 mm
(mm)

𝑃p2 = 48 mm/
𝑃p2 = 36 mm

𝛥p2 = 48 mm/
𝛥p2 = 36 mm

1 A3-L2-p12-e3-p21 223.48 17.7 A3-L2-p12-e3-p22 259.13 20.1 1.160 1.136
2 B3-L2-p12-e3-p21 343.85 15.2 B3-L2-p12-e3-p22 398.55 18.2 1.159 1.197
3 B3-L3-p12-e3-p21 428.95 14.2 B3-L3-p12-e3-p22 485.53 16.3 1.132 1.148

Edge distance (e)
Pairs e1 = 22 mm 𝑃e1 (kN) 𝛥e1 (mm) e3 = 36 mm 𝑃e3 (kN) 𝛥e3 (mm) 𝑃e3/𝑃e1 𝛥e3/𝛥e1
1 A3-L2-p12-e1-p22 217.43 16.7 A3-L2-p12-e3-p22 259.13 20.1 1.192 1.204
2 B3-L2-p12-e1-p22 340.25 15.7 B3-L2-p12-e3-p22 398.55 18.2 1.171 1.159
3 B5-L2-p12-e1-p22 332.01 13.1 B5-L2-p12-e3-p22 402.82 16.7 1.213 1.275

Leg length Pairs 125 × 65 × 6 𝑃3 (kN) 𝛥3 (mm) 125 × 85 × 6 𝑃5 (kN) 𝛥5 (mm) 𝑃5/𝑃3 𝛥5/𝛥3
1 B3-L2-p12-e1-p22 340.25 15.7 B5-L2-p12-e1-p22 332.01 13.1 0.976 0.834
2 B3-L2-p12-e3-p22 398.55 18.2 B5-L2-p12-e3-p22 402.82 16.7 1.011 0.918
fracture location of the specimens dominated by block shear, tests

for specimens B3-L2-p12-e1-p22, B3-L2-p12-e2-p22, B3-L2-p12-e3-p21,
6

A3-L2-p12-e1-p22, and A3-L3-p12-e3-p21 were terminated after the

first significant load drop was observed.
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Fig. 8. Axial strain evolution at the critical and mid-length sections: (a) B3-L2-p12-e3-p21, (b) B3-L2-p12-e2-p22, (c) B3-L2-p11-e3-p22, (d) B3-L2-p12-e3-p22, (e) B3-L3-p12-e3-p22,
(f) B5-L2-p12-e3-p22, (g) A3-L2-p12-e3-p21, (h) A3-L2-p11-e3-p22 and (i) A3-L2-p12-e3-p22.
4. Experimental results

4.1. Failure modes

Fig. 6 shows photographs of each specimen after testing. According
to Fig. 6, the failure of the test specimens is categorised into two
failure modes, as shown in Fig. 1. For mode BS1, two shear planes
were formed, whereas mode BS2 had only one plane. As shown in
Fig. 6 and listed in Table 2, apart from specimens B3-L2-p11-e3-p22
and A3-L2-p11-e3-p22, all specimens were failed by BS2 failure mode
as typical block shear failure. As for BS1 failure mode, although evident
end tear-out [43] was observed after the termination of the test, as
shown in Fig. 6, the two specimens still showed the characteristics of
block shear from the perspective of the ultimate strength, including
tensile rupture of the tensile plane and shear yielding of the shear
7

plane when the ultimate strength was achieved. This proposition may
be further supported by finite element analysis results in later sections.
It is also noted that B3-L2-p11-e3-p22 and A3-L2-p11-e3-p22 had the
lowest nominal aspect ratio of the block, which is defined by the ratio
of the gross shear plane area to the tension plane area. A more detailed
discussion regarding this issue is presented in the following sections.

4.2. Load versus elongation response curves

Fig. 7 shows the applied load versus elongation curves of all the
specimens. As anticipated, the range of the linear elastic stage of the
S690 steel angles is wider than that of the S275 steel angles with
the same connection configurations. Owing to the evident difference
in strength and negligible discrepancy in the elastic modulus, the
elastic stiffness of the S690 steel angles generally matched that of
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Fig. 8. (continued).
the S275 steel angle specimens, whereas yielding of S275 steel angles
was triggered at lower deformation levels. The response curves of the
S275 steel angles exhibited a wider inelastic deformation spectrum
8

compared to those of the S690 steel angles. Once the ultimate strength
was reached, the applied load suddenly dropped due to the cracking of
the tension plane. With further displacement, a plateau in the applied
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Fig. 9. Overview of finite element model.
(

load was formed for test specimens with a comparatively larger aspect
ratio of the shear block (e.g., B3-L3-p12-e3-p21 and B5-L2-p12-e1-
p22), except for cases where the test was terminated. Several specimens
exhibited a plateau with a slight increase in strength in the post-
ultimate stage. This observation is understandable because sufficient
shear yielding was achieved, which is in line with the observations
by Teh and Uz [46]. The comparison of specimen pairs with various
aspect ratios (e.g., A3-L2-p12-e3-p21/A3-L2-p12-e3-p22 and B5-L2-
p12-e1-p22/B5-L2-p12-e3-p22) showed that the plateau of specimens
with smaller aspect ratios (e.g., A3-L2-p12-e3-p22 and B5-L2-p12-e3-
p22) was not pronounced as strength deterioration was rapid. This
may be because a small aspect ratio of the block generally corresponds
to a low ratio of the contribution of the shear plane in block shear
failure, and fracture of the shear plane is triggered rapidly after the
inception of cracking of the tension plane. Notably, the characteristics
of the response curves were consistent with the findings by Gross
et al. [36] and Jiang et al. [44]. Specifically, according to the load–
elongation curves (Fig. 7), the elongation corresponding to the fracture
point of the S690 steel specimen is close to that of the S275 steel
angles. This observation is interesting because of the discrepancy in
material ductility between S275 and S690, as tabulated in Table 3. This
could be due to the elastic deformation capacity of the S690 steel angle
compensating for the total elongation ability of the specimen.

4.3. Strain responses

Fig. 8 presents the axial strain evolution at the critical and mid-
length sections of the selected test specimens. In particular, the strain
responses of S690 steel angles (specimens B3-L2-p12-e3-p21, B3-L2-
p12-e2-p22, B3-L2-p11-e3-p22, B3-L2-p12-e3-p22, B3-L3-p12-e3-p22,
and B5-L2-p12-e3-p22) and S275 steel angles (A3-L2-p12-e3-p21, A3-
L2-p11-e3-p22, and A3-L2-p12-e3-p22) are shown in Fig. 8, and the
yield strain of each specimen is depicted by the vertical dashed lines.
At the critical and mid-length sections, the strain distributions of all
specimens were uneven owing to the secondary bending moment and
shear lag.

For the critical sections of all test specimens, the tensile strains
primarily developed at the connected leg at the initial loading stage.
Specifically, the tensile strains of the materials close to the bolt holes
(strain gauges 1 and 9) of critical sections developed quickly and
exceeded the yield threshold with increasing applied load. For the
unconnected leg, owing to the eccentric bending, compressive strains
were first observed at the outer end (strain gauges 3 and 11). However,
as the applied load increased, the compressive strain decreased and
gradually reversed to tensile strain. For the mid-length section, the
compressive strain at the unconnected leg was slightly more severe than
that of the critical section during the early loading phases owing to
the eccentric bending, and this compressive strain was not transformed
into tensile strain until the test termination for most of the specimens,
9

except for specimen B3-L3-p12-e3-p22, in which the compression at the
toe of the unconnected leg was finally reversed to tension.

For the sake of brevity, the selected comparison pairs summarised in
Table 4 were adopted in this study to interpret the strain distributions.
By comparing the specimen pairs in the steel grade groups (e.g., B3-
L2-p12-e3-p21 and A3-L2-p12-e3-p21), it can be seen that the strain
distributions of the S690 and S275 steel angles were similar, confirming
the findings of a previous study [44]. For the bolt rows groups (B3-L2-
p12-e3-p22 and B3-L3-p12-e3-p22), it can be seen that higher tensile
strains and more notable compressive-to-tensile strain evolution trends
were observed at the mid-length sections in cases with more bolts.
With respect to the influence of parallel pitch, transverse pitch, and
edge distance groups, it was also found that compression at the toe
of the unconnected leg was alleviated at the mid-length section for
specimens with an increasing parallel pitch, transverse pitch, and edge
distance. For the leg length group, the unconnected leg length has an
obvious effect on the strain distribution mode at the mid-length section.
Comparison of the strains at the mid-length sections of specimens
B3-L2-p12-e3-p22 and B5-L2-p12-e3-p22 reveals that the compressive
strain at the toe of the unconnected leg of specimen B5-L2-p12-e3-
p22 with the 125 × 85 × 6 angle section kept increasing until test
termination, which was the result of the increased eccentric bending
caused by an increasing unconnected leg length.

4.4. Discussion of the test data

According to Fig. 7 and the comparison pairs in Table 4, the
strengths of the S690 steel angles were all higher than those of the S275
steel counterparts, as expected. However, owing to the relatively lower
ductility of S690 steel, the inelastic deformation range of the B series
specimens and the displacements at the ultimate load (Table 4) were
all lower than their A series specimen counterparts. This difference
was caused by the different mechanical behaviours of the material.
In particular, higher values of 𝜀u and 𝑓u∕𝑓y of S275 steel compared
with those of S690 steel facilitated the redistribution of the stress in
the vicinity of the block after yielding was triggered. Note that this
behaviour is in line with the recent work on single-line S690 steel
angles dominated by block shear [44].

In addition, altering the bolt row number and parallel pitch could
alter the size of the shear plane, which further affects the contribution
of the shear resistance of the block. According to Table 4, the ultimate
capacities (𝑃2rows and 𝑃3rows in Table 4) and ultimate deformations
𝛥2rows and 𝛥3rows) of the comparison pairs can shed light on the

influence of the bolt row number. In particular, after increasing the
bolt rows from two to three, the ultimate capacity was significantly
enhanced. Nevertheless, the ultimate deformations of the specimens
with three bolts were lower than those of the specimens with two bolts.
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Fig. 10. Comparisons between numerical predictions and test results: (a) B3-L2-p12-e3-p21, (b) B3-L2-p11-e3-p22, (c) B3-L2-p12-e3-p22, (d) B3-L3-p12-e3-p22, (e) B5-L2-p12-e3-p22,
(f) A3-L2-p12-e3-p21, (g) A3-L2-p11-e3-p22 and (h) A3-L2-p12-e3-p22.
Table 4 also presents the ultimate capacity and relative comparison
of the specimens with varied parallel pitches. As can be seen, with the
increase in parallel pitch from 36 to 48 mm, the ultimate capacity
increased by at least 9.9%. In addition, the deformation capacity of
the specimens was also enhanced after increasing the parallel pitch,
as given in Table 4.

In addition, the influence of the transverse pitch and edge distance
on the tension plane area can also be observed. It can be confirmed that
10
increasing the transverse pitch from 36 to 48 mm could improve the
connection resistance by ≥13.2%, as given in Table 4. In addition, the
deformation capacity of the tension angles also increased with increas-
ing transverse pitch. In addition, such influence was not appreciably
affected by steel grade, as demonstrated by comparison pairs 1 and 2
in Table 4.

As given in Table 4, an increasing edge distance (i.e., varying from
22 to 36 mm) significantly contributed to the enhanced block shear
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Fig. 10. (continued).
strength. Similar findings were obtained by focusing on the parameter
of the transverse pitch. According to Table 4, it can be confirmed that
the deformation capacity of the tensile angles was also enhanced with
increasing transverse pitch and edge distance.

The influence of the block shear strength of the S690 steel angles
with varied unconnected leg lengths is shown in Fig. 7 and listed
in Table 4. As mentioned above, the connected leg length was con-
stant, and only the unconnected leg length was varied (i.e., from 65
to 85 mm). After increasing the unconnected leg length from 65 to
85 mm, the ultimate load of the tension angles was not significantly
11
affected, whereas the deformation capacity of the S690 steel angle was
weakened.

5. Finite element analyses

5.1. Modelling strategies

To further study the block shear behaviour of the bolted tension
angles, numerical models were established using ABAQUS software.
The modelling approach adopted in this study was identical to that
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Fig. 11. Damage evolution of the FE models: (a) B3-L2-p11-e3-p22, (b) B3-L2-p12-e3-p22, (c) A3-L2-p11-e3-p22 and (d) A3-L2-p12-e3-p22.
described in [44], including the element formulation, material model,

contact property, and boundary constraints. In particular, C3D8R ele-

ments considering hourglass control were adopted to develop the test
12
specimens. To reproduce the interactive behaviour among the contact-
ing surfaces of elements, hard contact in the normal direction along
with penalty friction in the tangent direction was used. To simulate
the end constraints, kinematic coupling was utilised to restrain the
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Fig. 11. (continued).
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gusset plates, but the translational movement of the gusset plates in
the longitudinal direction of the angle (U3 in Fig. 9) was released.
Elastic spring elements were arranged at the gusset plate ends to re-
produce the elastic deformation of the test rig. The spring stiffness was
calibrated according to the initial slope of the load–elongation curves.
An explicit solver was adopted to replicate the loading procedure with
displacement applied to the end of the gusset plate.

In the inelastic material model, the von Mises yield criterion with
isotropic hardening was adopted. The true stress–true strain (𝜎–𝜀)
urves were input as material parameters [47]. Prior to necking, 𝜎 and
were calculated as follows: 𝜎 = 𝜎eng (1+ 𝜀eng) and 𝜀 = ln (1+ 𝜀eng).

After necking, the 𝜎–𝜀 curve was assumed to be linear, and an iterative
process was utilised to match the test response. The ‘‘Damage for
Ductile Metals’’ model [47] was adopted to simulate the steel fracture.
Cracking and strength decline of the steel was quantified by the fracture
strain index and damage evolution index in the material model, and the
Johnson–Cook damage model [48] was applied using a trial-and-error
procedure. It is worth noting that the Johnson–Cook model is governed
by stress triaxiality, and hence the parameter of shear (e.g., the Lode
angle) was not considered. However, the focus of this study was the
block shear strength dominated by cracking of the tension plane,
which may be appreciably affected by the stress triaxiality. Therefore,
we conclude that the implementation of the Johnson–Cook model in
the current study was viable from the perspective of the strength of
the specimens. The feasibility and limitations of adopting an iterative
method for quantifying cracking in numerical analyses are discussed in
the literature [49–53]. Fig. 9 presents a typical numerical model of the
test specimens.

5.2. Analysis results and discussion

Based on the numerical modelling strategy, the ratio of the tensile
strength of the test specimens (𝑃test) to the numerical prediction (𝑃FE)

as extracted and the details are listed in Table 2. For S690 HSS angles,
he 𝑃test∕𝑃FE ranged from 0.97 to 1.02, with an average of 0.99 and a
oefficient of variation (CoV) of 0.018. Comparatively, a 𝑃test∕𝑃FE range
f 0.91–1.01 was obtained for S275 angles, with an average of 0.98 and
CoV of 0.034.

The FE response curves and predicted failure patterns of the rep-
esentative specimens were extracted and are shown in Fig. 10. The
est responses up to the cracking of the tensile plane were accurately
aptured by the FE models. For S690 HSS and S275 NSS specimens
overned by the BS1 mode, the failure was caused by necking and
racking of the net tension plane, and the inception of cracking of
he shear plane followed. For most specimens exhibiting the BS2 mode
xcept for B3-L2-p12-e3-p21, the block shear failure was commenced
y necking of the connected leg toe.

To offer a comprehensive understanding of the block shear be-
aviour of the test specimens, the stress distributions (i.e., normal stress
istribution over the critical section and shear stress over the various
hear planes) of specimens B3-L2-p11-e3-p22 and A3-L2-p11-e3-p22
ailing by the BS1 mode and comparison group B3-L2-p12-e3-p22 and
3-L2-p12-e3-p22 failing by the BS2 mode were collected. For normal
tress, the tensile stress is positive. For the shear stress, the positive
nd negative values represent the shear stress at the shear planes
lose to the unconnected leg and that close to the connected leg toe,
espectively. To capture the stress evolution at critical planes, the
ormal stress and shear stress at different loading stages (i.e., 10%,
0%, 50%, 70%, and 100% of 𝑃FE) in the numerical models were
xtracted, as shown in Fig. 11.

According to the normal stress evolution at the critical section
Fig. 11), uneven normal stress at the tension plane (path X2) was
vident at the initial loading level for all specimens, and the peak
tress was captured close to the edge of the bolt hole because of the
tress concentration. Stress redistribution was triggered in the later

tage, where the angle sections developed inelasticity. Upon reaching

14
he ultimate state, the uneven tensile stress near the bolt hole over
he tension plane was less pronounced for both S690 HSS and S275
SS angles failing by the two block shear modes. Furthermore, the
et tension plane for S690 HSS and S275 NSS angles achieved tensile
tress beyond the yield strength of the material at the ultimate load.
his finding was in line with the measured strain distribution trends
entioned above and those discussed in the literature. It is also impor-

ant to note that, for specimens governed by the BS1 mode, unloading
t path X2 (close to the toe of the connected leg) was more evident
ompared with those failing by the BS2 mode at the ultimate load.
omparatively, for the unconnected leg, the normal stress distribution
attern was linear at the initial loading stage (path X1), and the toe was
n compression. With a further increase in the loading, the compression
t the unconnected leg toe was alleviated and reversed to tension at the
ltimate load for most models, which is in line with the measured strain
istributions discussed above. The normal stress distributions of S690
SS and S275 angles over the unconnected leg were similar during the
arly loading stages, whereas the difference became evident during the
ltimate stage. For both S690 HSS and S275 NSS angles, the shear stress
volution over the active shear plane (path Xa) and the shear stress
volution over the gross shear plane (path Xg) confirmed the material’s
bility to mobilise shear strength, and the nonuniformity of the shear
tress at these two planes was mitigated with an increasing load. When
he ultimate strength was reached, a comparison between the shear
tress over the active shear plane and the gross shear plane showed
hat inelasticity was well developed at the former, confirming that
he effectiveness of using the active shear plane for quantifying shear
ailure. These observations reaffirm the findings of Teh et al. [37,38].

It is also important to note that the tensile stress distribution mode
f the critical section varied for specimens governed by different failure
odes. For specimens failing by the BS1 mode, the maximum tensile

tress at the net tension plane was concentrated at the region between
wo bolt holes, whereas the tensile stress outside the shear block was
elatively lower. Comparatively, for specimens failing by the BS2 mode
ith a larger aspect ratio of the shear block, the tensile stress at the toe
f the connected leg was also significant.

.3. Additional parametric studies

To confirm the influence of the affected parameters on the block
hear behaviour of double-line bolted tension angles, additional para-
etric numerical investigations were conducted. The main parameters

ncluded the end distance, edge distance, connected leg length, and
nconnected leg length, which were not fully examined in the test
rogramme. In addition, the equal angle section which had not been
nvestigated in the test was studied through the FE analysis (e.g. No.

model B-Bt2-e1-S125T125-Ed24). For consistency, the parallel pitch
nd transverse pitch were set as 47.7 and 47.4 mm, respectively,
or all FE models. The numerical models were represented by model
abels. The label for each model starts with B, representing S690
teel. The value Bt represents the number of bolt rows. e1, e2, and
3 represent the edge distances of 22, 27, and 36 mm, respectively.
and 𝑇 indicate the connected and unconnected leg lengths of the

teel angle, respectively. Ed is the end distance of the model. Consider
odel B-Bt3-e1-S125T65-Ed24 as an example: B represents S690 steel

nd Bt3 means that the bolt row number is three. e1 means that the
dge distance is 22 mm. S125T65 indicates that the connected and
nconnected leg lengths of the angle are 125 and 65 mm, respectively.
d24 means that the end distance is 24 mm.

Table 6 and Fig. 12 summarise the analysis results of the de-
igned models. The analysis results confirmed that all FE models were
ominated by the BS2 mode. It was confirmed that increasing the
nd distance increases the S690 steel angles’ block shear strength by
ncreasing the length of the shear plane. As expected, an increase in the
dge distance leads to an increase in the S690 steel angles’ block shear
trength owing to the higher resistance of the tension plane. In addition,
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Table 5
Comparisons between predictions of design equations and the test results.

Specimen Considering failure mode BS1 Considering failure mode BS2 Min value of failure mode BS1 and BS2
𝑃test
𝑃AISC

𝑃test
𝑃EC3

𝑃test
𝑃CSA

𝑃test
𝑃T&Y

𝑃test
𝑃Topkaya

𝑃test
𝑃T&D

𝑃test
𝑃AIJ

𝑃test
𝑃AISC

𝑃test
𝑃EC3

𝑃test
𝑃CSA

𝑃test
𝑃T&Y

𝑃test
𝑃Topkaya

𝑃test
𝑃T&D

𝑃test
𝑃AIJ

𝑃test
𝑃AISC

𝑃test
𝑃EC3

𝑃test
𝑃CSA

𝑃test
𝑃T&Y

𝑃test
𝑃Topkaya

𝑃test
𝑃T&D

𝑃test
𝑃AIJ

B3-L2-p12-e1-p22 0.92 1.01 0.81 0.85 0.73 0.77 0.82 1.09 1.16 1.19 1.07 0.94 0.98 1.02 1.09 1.16 1.19 1.07 0.94 0.98 1.02
B3-L2-p12-e2-p22 1.00 1.11 0.90 0.94 0.81 0.85 0.91 1.13 1.19 1.26 1.12 0.99 1.02 1.06 1.13 1.19 1.26 1.12 0.99 1.02 1.06
B3-L2-p12-e3-p22 1.06 1.17 0.95 0.99 0.85 0.89 0.96 1.08 1.13 1.25 1.08 0.96 0.99 1.02 1.08 1.17 1.25 1.08 0.96 0.99 1.02
B3-L2-p12-e3-p21 1.07 1.20 0.90 0.99 0.84 0.89 0.96 1.09 1.15 1.21 1.08 0.95 0.98 1.02 1.09 1.20 1.21 1.08 0.95 0.98 1.02
B3-L2-p11-e3-p22a 1.17 1.28 1.00 1.06 0.88 0.96 0.99 1.08 1.12 1.25 1.07 0.94 0.98 0.99 1.17 1.28 1.25 1.07 0.94 0.98 0.99
B3-L3-p12-e3-p22 0.93 1.04 0.77 0.85 0.72 0.76 0.82 1.10 1.17 1.15 1.07 0.94 0.97 1.02 1.10 1.17 1.15 1.07 0.94 0.97 1.02
B3-L3-p12-e3-p21 0.92 1.05 0.72 0.83 0.69 0.74 0.80 1.11 1.19 1.10 1.07 0.92 0.96 1.02 1.11 1.19 1.10 1.07 0.92 0.96 1.02
B3-L3-p11-e3-p22 1.11 1.22 0.85 0.96 0.78 0.86 0.89 1.17 1.23 1.20 1.12 0.95 1.01 1.03 1.17 1.23 1.20 1.12 0.95 1.01 1.03
B5-L2-p12-e1-p22 0.90 0.99 0.81 0.84 0.72 0.76 0.81 1.09 1.15 1.19 1.07 0.95 0.98 1.02 1.09 1.15 1.19 1.07 0.95 0.98 1.02
B5-L2-p12-e3-p22 1.07 1.18 0.96 1.01 0.86 0.90 0.97 1.09 1.14 1.26 1.09 0.97 1.00 1.03 1.09 1.18 1.26 1.09 0.97 1.00 1.03
Mean 1.02 1.13 0.87 0.93 0.79 0.84 0.89 1.10 1.16 1.21 1.08 0.95 0.99 1.02 1.11 1.20 1.20 1.09 0.95 0.99 1.02
CoV 0.088 0.083 0.099 0.084 0.083 0.085 0.077 0.023 0.026 0.042 0.016 0.018 0.017 0.016 0.029 0.035 0.043 0.017 0.019 0.018 0.016

A3-L2-p12-e1-p22 0.94 1.23 0.89 1.07 0.80 0.79 1.03 1.12 1.30 1.28 1.24 1.02 1.01 1.18 1.12 1.30 1.28 1.24 1.02 1.01 1.18
A3-L2-p12-e3-p22 1.12 1.47 1.06 1.28 0.96 0.95 1.23 1.12 1.27 1.36 1.25 1.04 1.03 1.17 1.12 1.47 1.36 1.28 1.04 1.03 1.23
A3-L2-p12-e3-p21 1.11 1.52 0.98 1.27 0.92 0.91 1.23 1.11 1.28 1.28 1.24 1.01 1.00 1.16 1.11 1.52 1.28 1.27 1.01 1.00 1.23
A3-L2-p11-e3-p22a 1.21 1.53 1.09 1.31 0.97 0.99 1.22 1.11 1.22 1.33 1.20 0.99 1.00 1.11 1.21 1.53 1.33 1.31 0.99 1.00 1.22
A3-L3-p12-e3-p21 0.84 1.21 0.70 0.97 0.68 0.68 0.94 1.01 1.22 1.05 1.13 0.88 0.88 1.07 1.01 1.22 1.05 1.13 0.88 0.88 1.07
A3-L3-p11-e3-p22 1.17 1.54 0.94 1.24 0.87 0.90 1.14 1.21 1.38 1.30 1.29 1.03 1.05 1.19 1.21 1.54 1.30 1.29 1.03 1.05 1.19
Mean 1.07 1.41 0.94 1.19 0.87 0.87 1.13 1.11 1.28 1.27 1.23 0.99 0.99 1.15 1.13 1.35 1.25 1.24 0.99 0.99 1.17
CoV 0.122 0.100 0.136 0.106 0.115 0.120 0.099 0.053 0.041 0.080 0.042 0.052 0.056 0.038 0.061 0.094 0.085 0.058 0.057 0.061 0.050

aNotes: Specimens B3-L2-p11-e3-p22 and A3-L2-p11-e3-p22 failed by ‘‘BS1’’ mode. The design prediction missing the failure mode is underlined.
an increasing unconnected leg length, which appreciably affects the
out-of-plane eccentricity, does not evidently influence the S690 steel
angles’ block shear strength. The variation in the connected leg length,
which influences the in-plane eccentricity of the S690 angles, also has
no obvious effect on the S690 steel angles’ block shear strength. Note
that the effect of load eccentricity on structural behaviour may be
different in other scenarios, as observed in a recent study [54].

6. Design considerations

The accuracy of the design equations described in Section 2 for
estimating the block shear strength of the test specimens was assessed.
The material properties (Table 3) and measured dimensions (Table 2)
were used in these equations. Note that the block shear strength of
angles governed by BS1 and BS2 failure modes had been considered,
and the lower of the two was taken as the design prediction. The design
predictions were compared with the block shear strength obtained
from the test, and the test-to-predicted ratios are listed in Table 5. It
is noted that the Mean and CoV value of the test-to-predicted ratios
were calculated without considering the specimens with missing failure
mode. For the failure modes, the prediction by AISC [39] matched all
the test results, whereas Eurocode 3 [40] had the lowest prediction
accuracy, as the failure modes of six specimens were not captured.
The other design methods in CSA [41] and AIJ [42] and approaches
developed by Teh and Yazici [38], Topkaya [13], and Teh and Deier-
lein [43] may also lead to inconsistent predictions regarding the failure
modes, and they were unable to fully capture the failure modes of the
steel tension angles, as indicated in Table 5. These observations are
understandable because of the underlying assumptions of the design
equations may not apply to double-line bolted S690 steel tension angles
failing by block shear. The net shear plane yielding assumption was
adopted by Eurocode 3 [40] to calculate the shear plane resistance;
hence, the shear resistance might be underestimated. In this context,
for specimens governed by BS2 failure, the block shear capacity based
on the BS1 mode by Eurocode 3 [40] was relatively lower, leading to
inconsistent failure mode predictions. In contrast, the tensile resistance
by design equations in CSA [41] was conservatively considered, and
hence the block shear strength determined by the BS2 mode with a
large tension plane was lower in several cases. Consequently, the failure
patterns of the two specimens failing by the BS1 mode (i.e., B3-L2-p11-
e3-p22 and A3-L2-p11-e3-p22) were missed. Similarly, the Topkaya’s
15
method [13] was prone to overestimate the shear resistance by consid-
ering an equivalent shear yield stress and the gross shear plane, and
hence the BS1 mode was missed. Similar findings characterised the
prediction equations by Teh and Deierlein [43]. In their method, the
active shear plane fracture assumption was adopted. In this context, the
block shear strength of specimens B3-L2-p11-e3-p22 and A3-L2-p11-e3-
p22 considering the BS2 mode was lower than that in the BS1 mode;
hence, the failure modes of the two specimens were not captured. For
the prediction equation in AIJ, it was found that the failure modes
of several NSS angles failing by the BS2 mode (i.e., Table 5) were
missed. This could be because the shear resistance in AIJ [42] was
conservatively considered; hence, post-yielding strain hardening of the
shear plane was not fully exploited in the design equation. As a result,
the block shear strength of these NSS specimens was governed by
the BS1 mode using the design equations. It is interesting to note
that AIJ [42] did not produce any inconsistent predictions for failure
modes of S690 HSS specimens, owing to the fact that the post-yielding
strain hardening of the material was insignificant. Teh and Yazici’s
equation [38] also excluded post-yielding strain hardening of the active
shear plane, and hence the BS1 mode dominated the design for several
NSS specimens (i.e., Table 5). However, Teh and Yazici’s equation also
did not capture the S690 steel angle failing by the BS1 mode, and the
computed block shear strength based on the BS2 mode was lower.

As indicated in Table 5, the block shear strength predicted by
Eurocode 3 [40] was overly conservative for both the S690 and S275
steel specimens. This was because the contribution of the shear resis-
tance determined based on the net shear plane yielding (Table 1) was
underestimated. Based on recent studies in the literature [37,38,43],
there was sufficient test evidence supporting that the shear failure plane
should be determined based on the active shear plane (Table 1) and
the use of the net shear plane was conservative. Moreover, Eurocode
3 [40] did not consider the contribution of strain hardening at the
shear failure plane, which may produce more conservative predictions
for the S275 steel specimens with an evident strain hardening effect
(Table 5). Although the strain hardening effect was considered by
AISC [39], the selection of the net shear plane resulted in an under-
estimation of the shear resistance. Hence, conservative estimations of
block shear strength were obtained. The safe predictions by CSA [41]
were produced by conservative consideration of the uneven stress dis-
tribution on the tensile plane. Although AIJ [42] provided conservative
predictions for S275 steel specimens because it did not consider the
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Fig. 12. Design predictions against FE results.
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Table 6
Comparisons between predictions of design equations and numerical simulations.

No. Models Capacity (kN)
PFE
PAISC

PFE
PEC3

PFE
PCSA

PFE
PT&Y

PFE
PTopkaya

PFE
PT&D

PFE
PAIJ

1 B-Bt3-e1-S125T65-Ed24 408.16 1.07 1.15 1.05 1.02 0.89 0.93 0.98
2 B-Bt3-e1-S125T65-Ed30 418.94 1.05 1.14 1.04 1.01 0.88 0.92 0.98
3 B-Bt3-e1-S125T65-Ed36 425.85 1.03 1.12 1.02 1.00 0.87 0.90 0.97
4 B-Bt2-e1-S125T65-Ed24 343.45 1.13 1.19 1.24 1.11 0.98 1.01 1.05
5 B-Bt2-e1-S125T65-Ed30 353.24 1.10 1.17 1.21 1.09 0.97 0.99 1.05
6 B-Bt2-e1-S125T65-Ed36 361.10 1.07 1.15 1.18 1.07 0.95 0.97 1.04
7 B-Bt2-e1-S125T85-Ed24 342.24 1.12 1.19 1.23 1.10 0.97 1.01 1.05
8 B-Bt2-e1-S125T125-Ed24 346.07 1.13 1.20 1.24 1.11 0.98 1.02 1.06
9 B-Bt2-e1-S125T150-Ed24 344.97 1.13 1.20 1.24 1.11 0.98 1.02 1.06
10 B-Bt2-e1-S150T65-Ed24 357.71 1.17 1.24 1.29 1.15 1.02 1.05 1.10
11 B-Bt2-e1-S180T65-Ed24 360.97 1.18 1.25 1.30 1.16 1.03 1.06 1.11
12 B-Bt3-e2-S125T65-Ed24 431.98 1.07 1.15 1.08 1.03 0.90 0.94 0.99
13 B-Bt3-e2-S125T65-Ed30 445.28 1.06 1.15 1.07 1.03 0.90 0.93 0.99
14 B-Bt3-e2-S125T65-Ed36 448.75 1.03 1.12 1.05 1.01 0.88 0.91 0.97
15 B-Bt2-e2-S125T65-Ed24 362.23 1.11 1.17 1.25 1.10 0.97 1.01 1.05
16 B-Bt2-e2-S125T65-Ed30 371.00 1.09 1.15 1.22 1.08 0.96 0.99 1.04
17 B-Bt2-e2-S125T65-Ed36 383.92 1.08 1.14 1.21 1.08 0.96 0.98 1.04
18 B-Bt2-e2-S125T85-Ed24 364.62 1.12 1.18 1.25 1.11 0.98 1.01 1.05
19 B-Bt2-e2-S125T125-Ed24 368.72 1.13 1.19 1.27 1.12 0.99 1.02 1.06
20 B-Bt2-e2-S125T150-Ed24 368.58 1.13 1.19 1.27 1.12 0.99 1.02 1.06
21 B-Bt2-e2-S150T65-Ed24 377.75 1.16 1.22 1.30 1.15 1.01 1.05 1.09
22 B-Bt2-e2-S180T65-Ed24 379.18 1.16 1.23 1.31 1.15 1.02 1.05 1.09
23 B-Bt3-e3-S125T65-Ed24 477.15 1.09 1.16 1.13 1.06 0.92 0.96 1.01
24 B-Bt3-e3-S125T65-Ed30 488.69 1.07 1.15 1.12 1.05 0.92 0.95 1.01
25 B-Bt3-e3-S125T65-Ed36 489.90 1.04 1.12 1.09 1.03 0.90 0.93 0.99
26 B-Bt2-e3-S125T65-Ed24 401.43 1.11 1.22 1.29 1.11 0.98 1.01 1.05
27 B-Bt2-e3-S125T65-Ed30 416.36 1.10 1.17 1.28 1.11 0.99 1.01 1.06
28 B-Bt2-e3-S125T65-Ed36 425.78 1.08 1.15 1.25 1.10 0.98 1.00 1.05
29 B-Bt2-e3-S125T85-Ed24 402.75 1.11 1.22 1.29 1.12 0.99 1.02 1.05
30 B-Bt2-e3-S125T125-Ed24 402.37 1.11 1.22 1.29 1.12 0.99 1.02 1.05
31 B-Bt2-e3-S125T150-Ed24 405.46 1.12 1.23 1.30 1.13 0.99 1.02 1.06
32 B-Bt2-e3-S150T65-Ed24 412.24 1.14 1.25 1.32 1.14 1.01 1.04 1.08
33 B-Bt2-e3-S180T65-Ed24 411.59 1.14 1.25 1.32 1.14 1.01 1.04 1.08

Mean 1.10 1.17 1.21 1.09 0.96 0.99 1.04
CoV 0.035 0.031 0.076 0.042 0.046 0.045 0.037

Notes: The design prediction missing the failure mode is underlined.
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strain hardening effect at the shear plane, it matched the test load of
S690 specimens well. In particular, the average test-predicted ratios
for S690 and S275 steel angle specimens based on AIJ [42] were 1.02
and 1.17 with CoV values of 0.016 and 0.050, respectively. Similarly,
the conservative trend of the method by Teh and Yazici [38] also
resulted from the fact that the strain hardening effect at the shear
plane was excluded. From the statistical and strength perspective, the
design equation proposed by Teh and Deierlein [43] gave slightly
nonconservative predictions for both S690 and S275 specimens by con-
sidering full strain hardening at the active shear plane. Furthermore,
nonconservative predictions were produced by the method proposed
by Topkaya [13], because the gross shear plane was selected when
computing the block shear strength, which overestimated the shear
resistance. Accordingly, based on the limited experimental data, the
AIJ [42] design equation provided reasonable predictions of the block
shear strength and failure mode for S690 HSS angle specimens. It is
noteworthy that the average test-predicted ratios of the S690 specimens
were relatively lower than those of the S275 specimens. However, for
steel angles with single-line bolted connections [44], the average test-
predicted ratios of the S690 and S275 specimens were at the same level.
This is because the tension planes in the double-line bolted angles were
relatively larger than those of the single-line bolted angles. For the
single-line bolted angles [44], the tensile loads were mainly resisted by
the shear resistance of the shear plane. However, under a shear load,
the advantage of NSS in ductility was not as significant as that of HSS;
therefore, the test-predicted ratios of single-line bolted angles were sim-
ilar. For the double-line bolted angles, the tensile resistance provided
by the tension planes was more significant, which was beneficial to the
development of the ductility of the NSS material. Therefore, the test-
predicted ratios of the NSS specimens were higher than those of the
HSS specimens.
 c
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The design methods were applied to the numerical results to further
examine their effectiveness in assessing the block shear strength of steel
angles. As demonstrated in Fig. 12, the design predictions were plotted
against the FE results. These results match the findings obtained from
the test data pool. In summary, all design methods, except Eurocode
3 [40], provided accurate predictions regarding the failure modes of
numerical models. Eurocode 3 [40] did not capture failure modes of
several models (marked in Fig. 12 using different labels and corre-
sponding numbers) dominated by the BS2 mode. In terms of the accu-
racy in predicting the block shear strength of S690 models, AISC [39],
Eurocode 3 [40], CSA [41], and Teh and Yazici [38] generally produced
conservative predictions. In contrast, slightly nonconservative predic-
tions were made by Teh and Deierlein [43]. Topkaya [13] provided
evidently nonconservative predictions for FE models, in concurrence
with the findings mentioned above. AIJ [42] produced reasonable
predictions that are consistent with the test results. In particular, the
average 𝑃FE∕𝑃AIJ was 1.04 and the CoV was 0.037.

. Conclusions

The present experimental programme was aimed at studying the
lock shear behaviour of S690 HSS tension angles with a double-line
olted connection. Ten S690 specimens and six S275 NSS specimens
ere tested. The influences of the steel grade, connection configuration,
nd angle sections on the block shear behaviour of the bolted angles
ere thoroughly examined. Based on the experimental and numerical

esults, the accuracy and adequacy of design specifications in the
nited States, Europe, Canada, and Japan and prediction equations
ocumented in the literature were examined. The following conclusions
an be made from this study:
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• The angles with the double-line bolted connection had two failure
modes, depending on the connection configuration. For specimens
with a relatively smaller shear plane area and a larger tension
plane, the block shear failure mode with two shear failure planes
was recorded. For the remaining specimens, block shear failure
was characterised by one shear failure forming at a plane close to
the unconnected leg of the angle.

• The block shear behaviour of the S690 HSS specimens resembled
that of the NSS specimens. Generally, the block shear strength
of the S690 steel angles increased with increasing bolt rows
and parallel pitch. Comparably, an increasing transverse pitch
and edge distance also contributed to the enhanced block shear
strength because the tension plane area was increased. However,
the length of the unconnected leg had no significant influence on
the block shear strength. The influence of the essential factors
on the block shear strength of S690 steel angles was further
confirmed by an extensive parametric study covering a wider
parameter spectrum.

• Based on the correlation among the test data pool, numerical
results, and design equation predictions, it can be confirmed
that Eurocode 3 [40], CSA [41], and design methods in the
literature may produce inconsistent predictions for the failure
modes of both S690 and S275 specimens and models. In contrast,
the failure modes of the S690 specimens and models predicted
by AIJ [42] were accurate. AISC [39] was able to capture the
failure modes of all test specimens and numerical models. From
the perspective of the accuracy of strength, it was found that
Eurocode 3 [40], CSA [41], AIJ [42], AISC [39], and Teh and
Yazici [38] generally provided conservative predictions of block
shear strengths for both the S690 and S275 specimens. In compar-
ison, AIJ [42] provided more reasonable predictions of the block
shear strength for S690 specimens. Teh and Deierlein [43] pro-
vided slightly nonconservative predictions for both the S690 and
S275 specimens, and more conservative predictions were made
by Topkaya. Based on the limited experimental and numerical
results, it is preliminarily recommended that the AISC design
equations may be used to quantify the block shear resistance
of double-line bolted S690 steel angles owing to the reasonable
accuracy of the prediction results. Extended parametric analysis
is currently underway, which may be used to give a full-fledged
design method for the block shear resistance of double-line bolted
S690 steel tension angles.

It is worth noting that the results obtained from this study were
based on 6 mm thick steel angles, and the conclusions may not be
extrapolated to cold-reduced steel with reduced thickness, because the
ductility of the thin cold-reduced steel sheets would be lower than the
hot-rolled steel plates used in this study [46].
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